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Jet noise is a crucial component in the entire mix of aircraft-relevant noise sources.
A quiet aircraft requires a low noise engine integration. Compared to the conventional
round jet engine, the jet potential core length is shorter for a rectangular jet engine
with same nozzle outlet area. This is especially true for high aspect ratio rectangular
jets (here AR 13.3). Hence, the engine integration of the rectangular nozzle onto a wing
could be conducted in a way where jet noise is shielded from an observer at the ground.
Yet, the question is how such a low noise engine integration should be designed.

Therefore, an experimental setup was built at the Aeroacoustic Wind tunnel Braun-
schweig (AWB) where rather large engine integration lengths and heights between
engine lip and plate trailing edge can be studied. This allows to test shielding e�ects of
embedded engine systems, e.g. short and long aft-decks, backward-facing steps as well
as non-embedded/poled engines.

The contributions of this paper are made in terms of the aero-geometric character-
ization of the problem physics, the evaluation of the installation e�ect for observers
on the ground (along �yover arc or overhead position) as well as the evaluation of the
shielding e�ect.

The aero-geometric analysis helps to predict acoustical e�ects which occur for three
general installation problems: the asymmetric nozzle, jet-surface interaction as well as
wide-angle installations.

Shielding bene�ts due to the installation of a plate can be determined by a shielding
frequency criterion. Unfortunately, the high-frequent noise reduction comes with a low-
frequent installation penalty, thereby making noise reduction a di�cult design mission:
All in all, only one tested con�guration shows an overall installation noise bene�t.

The general results of rather achieving design penalties for long bevel/aft-deck design
and step con�gurations is in agreement with previous studies conducted by NASA and
Georgia Tech. Future low noise rectangular engine integrations may therefore consist
of rather small engine integration lengths.

I. Motivation

This paper studies subsonic rectangular jets with high aspect ratios. These nozzle types are mostly
known from military aircraft con�gurations. Furthermore, spatial needs of close engine integration (to
�t to the wing) drive the development of more rectangularized nozzle con�gurations, e.g. oval engines.
These developments provide good reason to study the subsonic behavior of rectangular jets and their use
in certain installation situations.
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Abbreviations

AR aspect ratio, here de�ned as nozzle height to nozzle width

AWB Aeroacoustic Windtunnel Braunschweig

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., i.e. the German Aerospace Center

ENG centerpoint of engine (bypass) nozzle outlet, a measurement reference point

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

S/L shear layer

w/o without

Nomenclature

∆f [Hz] narrowband frequency bandwidth

∆U [m/s] di�erence velocity in shear layer

φgeo [◦] geometric build angle

θ [◦] polar angle, front-aft

a∞ [m/s] speed of sound

Aj [m2] cross-sectional area of jet

Deq [m] equivalent diameter (same jet area)

f [Hz] frequency

f1/3 [Hz] third-octave mid-band frequency

fsc [Hz] scaling frequency

fS [Hz] shielding frequency (over vs. under)

H [m] step height / plate distance

H0, h [m] characteristical duct height

He [-] Helmholtz number

L [m] plate integration length

Lpot [m] jet potential core length

M , Mj [-] (jet) Mach number

OASPL [dB] overall sound pressure level

R [m] microphone distance

rU [-] velocity ratio between �ight and jet speed

SPL [dB] sound pressure level

SPLnb [dB] narrowband sound pressure level

Sr [-] Strouhal number

U [m/s] streamwise velocity

U∞ [m/s] �ight velocity

Uj [m/s] jet velocity
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II. The model: High aspect ratio nozzles and installation devices

The aspect ratio (AR) of a nozzle is the ratio of nozzle width to nozzle length. High aspect ratio
rectangular nozzles can have noise bene�ts in the rearward arc (where the peak noise is located) when
compared to round nozzles (see study of Bridges1).

The potential core length is shorter for a rectangular nozzle of same thrust:

Lpot,rect ≈ 8 . . . 12 ·H0 = 8 . . . 12 · 20 mm = 160 . . . 240 mm (1)

Deq = 2
√

20 mm · 266 mm/π ≈ 82 mm (2)

Lpot,round ≈ 5 . . . 7 ·Deq = 412 . . . 576 mm (3)

Hence, it should be easier to try and shield a rectangular jet rather than a round jet. Installations to
the nozzle exit come in two (academical) shapes: the aft-deck and the bevel (see �gure 1). Both of the
con�gurations follow the design idea of creating an asymmetrical nozzle exit and are jet noise reduction
technologies. Yet, some embedded propulsion systems where rather designed to aerodynamically �t
smooth contour lines. This illustrates that the boundary between engine trailing edge treatment and
conventional installation/integration device is not really �xed.

Figure 1: Aft-deck (Behrouzi & McGuirk2) and Bevel con�guration (Bridges1)

One of such studies was performed on the bevel and is available from NASA.1 Beveled nozzles with
a length of L = 1.4H0 and 2.8H0 were studied. The con�gurations look like their design were purposely
adapted to neatly �t into the aerodynamic contours near the trailing edge of a wing. A shorter bevel
(L < 1.4H0) would probably �t more to the original noise reduction design, yet �ts less to an embedded
propulsion system).

The academic contribution of this paper is made within the less studied �eld of aft-deck and backwards
facing step con�gurations where the engine integration lengths L and step heights H are very large. The
aft-deck is therefore realized by using a plate whose trailing edge is positioned at various lengths (L=60,
120, 240mm) and heights (H=0, 10, 20, 100mm) downstream the high aspect ratio AR13.3 engine lip
(20mm x 266mm, see �gure 2). The backwards facing step problem is created by implementing a wooden
�ller. The removal of the �ller allows to test the setup of non-embedded engines. A source localization
array is placed above plate (door side of windtunnel, see �gure 3). It does also include a Brüel & Kjær
4135 microphone (−90◦). 8 far-�eld microphones are positioned below plate at the front-to-aft polar
angles of 60◦, 75◦, 90◦, 100◦, 110◦, 120◦, 130◦ and 140◦.
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Figure 2: Aero-geometric characterization of the problem physics

III. Test matrix and general test results

A comparison can be made between the case where the plate is installed and where it is not (isolated
engine). The tests are mainly conducted for the matrix (�gure 4) of L=[60, 120] × H=[0, 10, 20] and the
additional far located setting of L=100 and H=240 (which is meant to test any potential core shielding
bene�ts). The test results (see �gure 5) were evaluated by scaling the measured third-band-octave
spectra to full-scale (model scale 1:8), C-weighting the full-scale spectrum and energetically summing up
the levels for the Overall Sound pressure level (OASPL).

The tested backward steps and aft-decks (both red) do not help to decrease the noise of the isolated
rectangular engine (black). There is a design penalty if such an installation is necessary. The L240 H100
setting is a special case. The statically operated installed noise is of same order as the isolated noise
(magenta), but this is not the case for �ight operations anymore. The reason behind this is explained in
the following sections of detailed analysis. The blue line, a di�erent physical problem type, will also be
presented below; this case shows that shielding bene�ts of a non-embedded over-wing installation were
measured and can be exploited in future designs.
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Figure 3: Microphone setup with source localization array and far-�eld microphones.
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Figure 4: Test matrix with aft-decks and backwards facing step con�gurations.
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Figure 5: INTONE 1100 test results

IV. The three physical problems on aft-deck and step installations

With the help of plate length L=60mm and varying height H, three di�erent physical e�ects can
be shown (�gure 6), the asymmetric nozzle (H=0, green), the jet-surface interaction problem (H=10,
red) as well as the wide-angle installation (H=20, black). All of these settings produce higher SPL than
the isolated engine, whereby the jet-surface interaction problem (H=10, red) causes particularly high
installation noise which includes 4-6 tonal peaks. The source localization maps (displayed in �gure 6,
bottom right) help to graph the di�erent acoustic e�ects. The isolated jet is characterized by its low-
frequent peak downstream the nozzle (and additional high-frequent noise sources near the engine trailing
edge, not shown here). The asymmetric nozzle contains the same high-frequent peaks, but at 4kHz, the
additional in�uence of the plate can be seen. For the jet-surface problem, the noise peaks are located on
the plate trailing edge. This is also somewhat true for the wide-angle installation, however the in�uence
of the low-frequent jet peak is also visible. In the following subsections, the three problems shall be
brie�y studied.
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IV.A. Asymmetric nozzle

The asymmetric nozzle (H=0) was studied in two con�gurations, short (L60) and long (L120) aft-deck
(see �gure 7). The L120 nozzle (�gure 8 left) is prone to tones (up to 25dB, highest OASPL w/o treated
plate trailing edge). A static jet study on the problem shows that the tone frequency does not depend on
jet Mach number. Tones are not visible in the spectrum until M=0.58, but appear at M=0.64 (2.4kHz)
and M=0.7 (4.8kHz). By manipulation of the plate trailing edge (�gure 8, right) the presence of the tones
can be reduced: The application of serrations slightly prolongs the length and causes the remanence of
the tones to show up at lower frequencies (f ∝ 1/L). Moreover, the broadband noise is diminished by
2-3dB.

If a long aft-deck is to be designed, noise reduction technology on the trailing edge makes a big
acoustic di�erence.

Figure 7: Asymmetric engines with short and long aft-deck.

Figure 8: Tone study on long aft-deck (H0 L120)
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IV.B. Jet-Surface-Interaction

Jet-plate interaction occurs at certain builds, e.g. the con�gurations of H10 L60 and H20 L120 which
have the same height-length-ratio (1:6), which amounts to 9.5◦ build angle. Jet-plate interaction is
characterized by high SPL including 4-6 tonal components in the spectrum (�gure 9). The tones on
the long plate correspond to low frequency, whereas the tones on the short plate correspond to high
frequencies (f ∝ 1/L). The frequencies can be normed wrt. the plate length. (The SPL is not scaled,

Figure 9: Jet-plate interaction tone frequencies scale with plate length

the idea here is to show the overlapping of frequencies.) The change of the wind tunnel velocity U∞
parameter causes no signi�cant e�ect to the spectrum (�gure 10 left). The broadband peak depends on
plate length L and possibly slightly on jet speed (�gure 10 right). The frequency however may potentially
follow a Helmholtz analogy (He = La∞/f).

Figure 10: Jet-plate interaction tone frequencies are rather una�ected by jet speed
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Attempt of an aero-geometric characterization A build angle of 9.5◦ seems to be surprisingly
large for expected jet interaction tones, since the half-jet opening angle is typically in the range of 7◦-8◦

(for static jet; lower angle for �ight jet). However, on top of this, jet turning must be accounted for. A
RANS simulation for a quasi-static jet shows how the jet turns by 6◦ from the engine axis (around mid-
plate position in �gure 11). A rough estimation of the three angles would assume jet-plate interaction
in the angular range of 6◦ to 14◦ and a wide angle installation above 17◦.

The turning of the jet needs be characterized wrt. de�ection angle and de�ection point for various
builds and engine operations in order to complete an aero-geometric model. Such an endeavor is potential
aerodynamic future work. Nevertheless, the following hypothesis can be made already:

• In terms of test de�nition and mounting in the facility, the build parameters of engine integration
length L and height H are well-suited. Wrt. the physics of the problem, it is better on the �rst
glance to switch to engine integration length L and build angle φgeo: The engine integration length
helps with the identi�cation of tones, while the comparison of build angle to �ow angle (half-jet
opening angle + turning) can help to roughly qualify the general installation type.

• While test operations are de�ned by jet Mach numberM and wind tunnel speed U∞, the physics of
convenional jet-�ap interaction is better characterized by velocity ratio rU and thrust. The turning
which occurs in the backwards facing step problem depends on wind tunnel �ow and direction
(i.e. in�uenced by the external engine geometry and the cavity which the step creates). Hence, it
seems good to stick with wind tunnel speed and jet Mach number until better �ow properties are
proposed.

IV.C. Wide angle installations

A rough estimation (�gure 11) assumes wide angle installations to occur around 17◦ and higher. There
are two sets which can be evaluated, L60 H20 (18.4◦) and L240 H100 (22.6◦). Both settings show
behavior which is inverse to isolated jet S/L noise (�gure 12. Isolated jet shear layer noise is driven by
the di�erence velocity in the shear layer ∆U = Ujet − U∞. Increasing wind tunnel speed (at same jet
speed) causes lower di�erence velocity and hence lower SPL. The wide-angle installation noise behaves
contrary to the isolated jet noise: higher wind tunnel speed causes higher noise. The reason behind
this e�ect may be that higher wind tunnel speed induces higher jet-de�ection and therefore stronger
interaction with the plate. The L240 H100 step con�guration shows a noise bene�t for static operations,

Figure 12: Wide-Angle installations

but not for �ight operations. The isolated jet noise (black) decreases with increasing wind tunnel velocity
(�gure 13, from left to right), but the installation noise (red) increases.
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Figure 13: L240 H100 step con�guration (w/�ller) for static and �ight operations

V. Installation e�ect of non-embedded engines (without �ller)

The same L240 H100 con�guration can be measured without a �ller. There is no connection between
the nozzle and the plate. The installation noise decreases in the same fashion as isolated noise (�gure 14,
left). Shielding bene�ts are in the region of 0-1dB and prominent in the rear-ward arc (�gure 14,
right). This shows that conventional shielding works. A possible installation would be a non-embedded
propulsion system, i.e. an over-wing installation with a pylon.

Figure 14: Conventional jet noise shielding on L240 H100 (no �ller)
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VI. Shielding by direction (over-wing - under-wing)

The di�erence of mics FF03 (90◦, under-plate, GRAS 40BF) and FF13 (−90◦, over-plate, B&K 4135)
can be used to calculate the shielding between an observer above the plate and underneath the plate.
The e�ect of this type of shielding occurs for all con�gurations; but as shown before, none of the step
con�gurations and aft-decks examined produces less noise than the isolated jet engine (for static and
�ight operations). The argumentation is:

Isolated jet noise < installed noise (under-plate) < installed noise (over-plate)

The turbulent �ow geometries which is shorter than plate length can be de�ected at the plate and thus
be shielded frome the under-wing observers. The minimal shielding frequency (over-under plate) can be
estimated with Helmholtz number He>1:

fS =
He · a∞

L
>

340 m/s

0.240 m
= 1.4 kHz (4)

Any lower frequency should not be shielded. A symmetrical test case, i.e. isolated jet noise, can be used
to calibrate the corrected data for over-wing and under-wing microphone. There may be a small o�set
for the symmetrical case which result from di�erences, e.g. in true mic distance or microphone type.
This measured o�set can be tabulated for all engine operations (i.e. the combination of jet speed and
wind tunnel speed) and used for evaluation. The shielding results with o�set calibration look smoother
(�gure 15, bottom). An impressive high-frequent shielding e�ect can be measured on the shielded side
(1). However, this bene�t does not convert into OASPL reduction, one reason being that the installation
of the plate comes with a low-frequent penalty (2). The question can be raised whether a short plate
above(!) a jet can utilize the de�ection e�ect to allow the jet to turn away from the observer. Could this
possibly help to reduce noise?

The experimental data from DLR does not allow us to see the full picture since there is only one
installed over-wing microphone (FF13, 90◦). However, the experimental data from NASA1 for L/H=2.8
shows that in the rearward arc (i.e. above 105 ◦) this concept works to some extent for the directional
shielding: The unshielded side faces ≈ 0.5dB less noise than the shielded side. Moreover, it can be
argued that there is a small bene�t in conventional shielding of isolated jet peak noise to the peak noise
on the unshielded side.
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Figure 15: Shielding of noise at under-wing position
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VII. Data validity

Massey, Ahuja, & Gaeta3 put a lot of e�ort into scaling jet noise from rectangular nozzles with
di�erent aspect ratio. The results of their scaling e�orts indicate that the physics of rectangular jet noise
is not as universal as the physics for round circular jet noise.4 The reason behind this is likely that the
change in aspect-ratio is not self-similar. The e�orts of scaling rectangular jet noise of various aspect
ratio could be compared with the e�orts of scaling high aspect ratio elliptical and circular jets.

However, for the same nozzle (here AR13.3), it can be shown that the velocity scaling works well.
The narrowband scaling has to be conducted for SPLnb−10 lg (∆fH0/Uj), whereby the geometric scale
H is the same for all spectra (same nozzle), a frequency band is ∆f = 12.57 Hz and Uj is the jet speed.
Third-octave spectra scaling can be conducted with SPL1/3 − 10 lg(fscH0/Uj), where the frequency
band width is fsc ≈ 0.2316f1/3. The static jet noise spectra collapse according to U8

j well within a
band of ≈ 1 − 2 dB (see �gure 16). The measured data shows especially the high frequent part of the
jet noise spectrum whereas the low frequent part is more di�cult to detect. Frequencies above 500 Hz
or Sr > 0.05 are good lower limits for static jet noise. Flight jet noise was examined for self-similar
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Figure 16: Jet noise scaling for static operations, overhead position

S/L velocity pro�les (i.e. const. velocity ratio of rU ≈ 0.25). This allows to scale the spectra with any
velocity parameter (see �gure 17). The spectra scale well with U8

j and depict higher frequencies well.
Lower frequencies are good above f ≈ 800 Hz. Spectra in the forward arc or at the overhead position
looks like pink noise (�gure 18).
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Figure 17: Jet noise scaling for �ight operations, rearward arc
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Figure 18: Jet noise scaling for �ight operations, overhead position

VIII. Summary and outlook

The tested step-con�gurations and aft-decks could be structured into the problem physics of an
asymmetric nozzle, jet-surface interaction and the wide-angle installation by proposing and using a raw
scheme of an aero-geometric model.

The methods to evaluate under-wing vs over-wing shielding (same build, di�erent mic) work and show
good results. Noise reduction occurs for high-frequent Helmholtz numbers HeL > 1 and corresponds
to engine integration length L. Unfortunately, the plate installation causes a low frequent installation
penalty. All in all, the tested embedded engine integrations (aft-decks and �lled steps) produce greater
noise than the isolated engine.
Harvesting the bene�ts of shielding (same mic, changed build) of a non-embedded propulsion system is
possible and was measured to help decrease full scale noise by 1 dBC in OASPL.

Future work could focus on complementing the aero-geometric physical model by characterizing the
turning of the �ow caused by the plate installation. Noise reduction tests on embedded engine designs
could focus on even shorter aft-deck/bevel lengths than NASA's L/H0 = 1.4 bevel.1
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